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Abstract

Most of the previous studies on scientific collaborator recommendation are based on social proximity analysis to suggest collaborators. However, the extracted homogeneous features cannot well represent the multiple factors which may implicitly affect the future scientific collaboration. In this paper, we propose an approach based on the multiple heterogeneous network features, which has produced good results in our experiments based on a dataset of more than 30,000 ISI papers. This method can help solving the similar problems of people to people recommendation. It generates high quality expert’s profiles via integrating research expertise, co-author network characteristics and researchers’ institutional connectivity (local and global) through a SVM-Rank based information merging mechanism to perform intelligent matching. The generated comprehensive profiles alleviate information asymmetry and the multiple similarity measures overcome problems related to information overloading. The proposed method has been implemented in ScholarMate research network (www.scholarmate.com) which is a research 2.0 innovation, promoting research collaboration in virtual scientific community.

1. Introduction

In the past time, scientific researchers can only get acquainted with others who are close in the small coterie they involved in. Thanks to the rapid development of information techniques, social network empowered collaboration platforms have appeared and changed many people’s life styles across continents, from developed countries to developing countries [1, 2]. A great deal of research scientists establish relationships and interact with one another in the scientific social network platforms such as ScholarMate, which is one of the largest scientific social network in China [3]. Millions of researchers are involved in the virtual communities, while it causes a big problem of information overloading. Thus, recommender systems are raised up in response to this issue [4, 5].

Most of the previous scientific collaborator recommendation studies are confined to the homogeneous co-authorship networks. These works usually limit the relied network on a homogeneous co-authorship network and only the network topology features are adapted [6]. The subsequent works have revealed that many latent features can also influence the researcher’s intention to collaborate [7, 8]. Thus solely utilizing the network based features cannot achieve an optimal recommendation result. How to effectively and efficiently extract and make use of the multiple features in the heterogeneous bibliographic networks which may implicitly affect the future scientific collaboration is the key research question in this paper. For example, the research expertise of researchers, researcher affiliation network, the researchers’ authority and the collaboration frequency are important features which may influence the performance of collaborator recommendation. In recent years, more and more researchers have realized the important impact of heterogeneous bibliographic...
networks, thus heterogeneous network analysis methods become a mainstream trend and are playing a crucial role in the subsequent research in this area [8, 9].

Based on the above discussions, this paper wants to fill the existing gap by exploring and validating the latent features which can be leveraged to increase the accuracy of the collaborator recommender systems. In recent years, more and more researchers have realized the important impact of heterogeneous bibliographic networks. Though the integration of research topic similarity and co-author network analysis methods can benefit from both aspects, information including researcher-affiliation-paper network of scholars as well as the collaborator frequency preference of experts (i.e. the collaboration counts of two collaborators) has been largely ignored. For instance, some researchers prove that fusing the neighbourhood based network proximity measure and path based proximity measure can obtain a surprising improvement [10]. Some additional factors such as the collaboration frequency between two researchers would also affect the relationship between two researchers, as well as the author counts of a co-authored paper, namely exclusivity in [5]. Hence a collaboration frequency and paper exclusivity revised global path similarity is developed and combined with traditional local neighbourhood based method in the personal proximity module of this paper. Analogously, a collaborative filtering strategy boosted local institutional connectivity is proposed to enhance the previous global institutional connectivity in the institutional connectivity module [7, 11].

In this paper, we propose a hybrid approach combining five features from three heterogeneous networks: the research topic network, researcher collaboration network and the institution network. We use a language model based method to represent the expertise similarity in relevance aspect. For the co-authorship network, we build a novel distance feature which considers both the author number in a particular paper as well as the collaboration frequency in the shortest path between two nodes. We also propose a local institution preference indicator to enhance the previous global institutional connectivity measure [7].

The proposed method has been implemented in a recommendation system in the ScholarMate platform (www.scholarmate.com). Millions of Chinese researchers have registered and connected with each other in this platform. It provides various academic applications to the users such as research CV, collaborator recommendation, paper recommendation, and so on. To further validate the effectiveness of our approach we develop a scientific collaboration dataset and conduct experiments based on it. We compare it with several benchmarks, and the result shows the proposed approach achieves significant improvement both in the accuracy and efficacy measures. It suggests that by leveraging the heterogeneous networks information, our proposed approach which combines five individual features is a validated and robust solution for collaborator recommender systems.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the related works of collaborator recommendation. The proposed approach which combines multiple features in the three-layered heterogeneous networks is presented in section 3. Section 4 illustrates the implementation of the proposed approach in a real recommender system and the experimental results comparing with several benchmark methods. Section 5 concludes the paper and lists a few directions in the future work.

2. Related work

Previous studies mainly regard the collaborator recommendation studies from two different aspects: the link predictions problem and general expert recommendation for collaboration.

In the previous studies, researchers and their co-author relationships are extracted to build a homogeneous co-author network. Several common network topology proximity based measures are compared and the Adamic-Adar (neighborhood based indicator) and several weighted global path based measures shows good performance in the conducted experiments [6]. A supervised random walks algorithm is proposed and validated with the co-authorship dataset in [12]. Recently, more features from other dimensions such as semantic similarity have been used to enhance the predictions. The papers’ venues, research topics and previous papers of researchers are adopted into the heterogeneous networks, and a logistic regression model train and make predictions with the topology features derives from the networks [8]. Han et al. integrate the local neighborhood and global path measures and combine them with semantic similarities, and the experiment results demonstrate its effectiveness for collaborators recommendation [10].

The general collaborator recommendation studies focus on detecting and validating the features for efficient recommendation. For example, a liner hybrid of research topic and global network is raised to recommender collaborators [9]. A two-layered model combines social network and semantic similarities is introduced and it generate an improvement comparing to the individual features [3]. Yang et al. demonstrate the effect of a novel global institutional connectivity for collaborator recommendation in [7]. The structural
proximity and textual similarity are integrated to retrieval proper experts for collaboration [13].

3. The proposed approach

As show in the figure below, we propose a hybrid approach combing five features to form three heterogeneous networks: the research topic network, researcher collaboration network and the institution network. A language model based method is introduced to represent the expertise similarity in relevance aspect. In the collaboration network we build a new distance feature which incorporates both the author counts in a particular paper as well as the collaboration frequency into the shortest path between two nodes. A local institution preference indicator is proposed to complement the global institutional connectivity measure in the institution network. Finally, the SVM-Rank method is leveraged to fuse the five features in the three-layer heterogeneous network.

Figure 1. The three-layer heterogeneous network

3.1. Research relevance similarity

The relevance similarity calculation aims at identifying candidate collaborators with similar expertise. In this article we employ a language model based method to address the expertise similarity calculation issue. Language model is widely used to measure the semantic similarity between a query and the candidate documents in information retrieval domain [14-16]. The common applied mechanism of language model is to estimate a particular language model for each of the documents in the corpus, and use the likelihood value of the query topics associated with each model to rank the candidate documents. In this paper, we incorporate the language model to formalize the expertise similarity calculation, because it can generate accurate semantic matching measure with a low computational complexity as efficient as traditional TF-IDF model [17]. Thus it is a good choice if we want to generate good result in short time periods, especially in the big data context. To demonstrate the effectiveness of the language model based method, we compare it with traditional BM25 approach in the evaluation stage [18].

After identifying expert profiles which can be viewed as the combination of past published papers as described in [19], the researchers’ profiles are matched utilizing language models. We assume that a target researcher r’s profile is generated by a language model based on one of the candidate collaborators c, i.e. the one with the highest likelihood. Thus we can rank the candidate collaborators based on the probability of the candidate collaborator c being a domain expert given a researcher r’s profile. We can define the probability and apply Bayes’ Theorem to derive this problem, we can obtain:

\[
p(c \mid r) = \frac{p(r \mid c)p(c)}{p(r)} \propto p(r \mid c)
\]

where \(p(c)\) is the probability of a candidate collaborator, here is assumed to be uniform as we regard that all the candidates in the set are eligible to be collaborators with the target researcher and not assign a prior to it. \(p(r)\) is the probability of a researcher r and it is candidates independent constant. Thus the purpose of finding which candidate can achieve the highest score can be reduce to the calculation of \(p(r \mid c)\).

In this stage, we treat the words in the researchers’ profiles as unigram models, so the probability can be inferred as follows,

\[
p(r \mid c) = \prod_i p(t_i \mid c)
\]

\[
\log p(r \mid c) = \sum_{i \text{ if } (t_i,c)>0} \log \frac{p_i(t_i \mid c)}{\alpha_c * p_u(t_i \mid C)} + n \log \alpha_c + \sum_i \log p(t_i \mid C)
\]

where \(\alpha_c\) is a candidate dependent variable which represents the ratio of unseen words in the calculation,
and $tf(t_i | c)$ is the occurrence count of term $t_i$ in
candidate $c$’s profile. We can infer from the first part,
the weight of a matched term is proportional to the
term frequency and inversely proportional to the
collection frequency, which is fit with traditional
assumption in TF-IDF models. As the target user’s
profile is usually a long query, we employ the Jelinek-
Mercer method as the smoothing method [19],
\[ p_{\lambda}(t | c) = (1 - \lambda) p_m(t | c) + \lambda p(t | C) \] (4)
\[ p_m(t | c) = \frac{tf(t; c)}{|c|} \] (5)
where $p_m(t | c)$ represents the maximum likelihood
estimation of the probability that the term $t$ appeared in
target researcher’s profile can be generated by the
language model of candidate collaborator $c$’s profile.
The parameter $\lambda$, which combines two language
models is called Jelinek-Mercer smoothing parameter
and it is introduced to serve as the role of $\alpha_c$, thus it
can avoid under estimation of probability of the unseen
terms in the candidate profile $c$. It usually takes values
in the range from 0.1 to 0.7, and for the long profile of
target researcher, the optimal value is usually around
0.7 [17, 20]. In this article, we set the $\lambda$ as 0.75.

3.2. Personal social network proximity

Social network proximity is used to measure the
availability and connectivity of the recommended
researchers towards effective collaboration with the
target user. Arazy and Kumar argue that the
personalized recommendation should be guided by
some advice-taking theories (e.g., tie strength theory)
in order to identify reliable connections [21]. For
instance, the tie strength theory holds a view that a
user’s likelihood to accept the suggestions is
determined by the relationship intensity between the
user and the source. According to these theories,
researchers with high topology proximity in their
collaboration network tend to become trustable
partners in the future. Many studies on collaborators
recommendation revealed that network proximity is a
key factor to consider [8, 22, 23].

Previous co-author link prediction studies usually
adopt some local social network similarity measures,
such as preferential attachment similarity, Jaccard
similarity and Adamic-Adar similarity (most of which
are neighborhood based) [6]. They usually combine
local social network topology features with content
based measures to recommender experts [6, 7, 19].
Recently some researchers reveal the importance of
global network topology measures (most of which are
path based), hence they incorporate the global network
features (such as shortest path and Katz similarity) into
the collaborator recommendation model and obtain
better performance in the real world data tests [10].

In this paper, we also attempt to take advantages of
both the local and global network proximity features in
the personal social network proximity module. We
choose the Adamic-Adar measure as the local
proximity similarity, and it is a well-known
neighborhood based indicator with proved robust
performance in previous studies [6, 7]. In particular,
a new global topology similarity is proposed on the basis
of the collaboration frequency and the exclusivity in
co-author networks [5]. It is an improved version based
on the shortest path measure, and we demonstrate its
capability to enhance the local network proximity in
the subsequent experiments.

Research social network data extracted from the
corpus of publications is used to construct the
collaboration network. A node of this network
represents one researcher and an edge represents the
relationship as co-authors between the researchers.
Once we construct the network, following Adamic-
Adar similarity the local proximity between any two
researchers is measured as described in [24]. As a
local network proximity measure, Adamic-Adar
similarity adapts the common friends set between two
researchers in the collaboration network to perform
calculation. The mechanism of it can be illustrated by
the following equation:

\[ \text{Local}_\text{Proximity}(j,k) = \sum_{z \in \Gamma(j) \cap \Gamma(k)} \frac{1}{\log |\Gamma(z)|} \] (6)

where $z$ denotes the common neighbors of researcher $j$
and $k$ and $\Gamma(j)$ denotes the neighbors collection of
researcher $j$. As a result, the researchers with lots of
friends will be assigned a low score reflecting that very
popular experts may not be able to contribute much for
effective contribution.

The global network similarities usually take into
account of path information from an overall
perspective [10]. Most of these studies regard the
weight of co-authorship links as uniform, and it ignores
the frequency of co-authorship and the total number of
co-authors in an article, which may also affect the
similarity between two researchers [5]. The
co-authorship frequency and exclusivity are defined and
formulated in [5], hence in this paper we identify a
novel global proximity measure based on shortest path
similarity by incorporated the co-authorship frequency
and exclusivity, which is given by
Global_Proximity(j, k)

\[ = \left[ 1 + \sum_{(j,k) \in \text{shortest}_j} \frac{1}{1 + \sum_{i=1}^{\text{co}(j;k)} f(a_i)} \right]^{-1} \] (7)

where \( \text{co}(j;k) \) denotes the co-authored paper set of the researcher \( j \) and researcher \( k \), \( f(a_i) \) means the total number of authors in the paper. We can observe from this equation that the two crucial factors are implanted into the shortest path index to get a weighted path based matrices.

### 3.3. A comprehensive institutional connectivity

Furthermore, the relationship at institutional level will also affect the collaboration [7, 21, 25]. According to the trust theory, the impact of trust will influence the user’s choice (when choosing a collaborator) in organizational advice networks [21, 26]. In other words, researchers tend to work with others who come from collaborated institutions because it suggests a higher trust level. A overall institutional connectivity is stated in [7], where the collaboration strength of potential collaborators at organizational level in terms of joint published publications is gathered and calculated. The ISI subject categories of the publications serve as the group label. Hence the global institutional level connectivity of researcher \( k \) and \( j \) at subject category \( c \) is denoted by \( \text{Col}_{u_j,u_k,c} \) using Jaccard similarity, which can be generated as follows,

\[ \text{Col}_{u_j,u_k,c} = \frac{N_{u_j,c} \cap N_{u_k,c}}{N_{u_j,c} \cup N_{u_k,c}} \] (8)

where \( N_{u_j,c} \) indicates the publications collection of institution \( u_j \) under the ISI subject category \( c \) [7]. Due to the fact that each researcher might be familiarized with one or more subject categories, the maximal value of organizational connectivity measures is to be selected as the global institutional connectivity between two researchers, that is:

\[ \text{Global}_\text{InstC}_{j,k} = \max_{c_k \in c_j \cap c_k} \left( \text{Col}_{u_j,u_k,c} \right) \] (9)

where \( c_k \) denotes the subject categories of researcher \( k \), \( c_j \) represents the subject categories of researcher \( j \) and \( c \) represents the common subject categories between researcher \( k \) and \( j \).

Previous study has proved the significant performance of global institutional connectivity in collaborator recommendation study [7]. However, the global institutional connectivity is a general indicator which obtains the similarity from a whole institution level while ignoring the individual diversity of institutional preference. Especially for the researchers who have lots of publications as well as lots of cooperative institutions, it is improper to treat them at an overall level. In this paper, we propose a local institutional connectivity measure to fill in this gap. The local institutional connectivity consults the idea of traditional collaborative filtering methods [11, 27], that means the researchers’ previous collaborated institutions will affect the final choice, the equation is as follows,

\[ \text{Ins}_{j,u_i} = \frac{tf(j;u_i)}{|U_j|} \] (10)

where \( tf(j;u_i) \) denotes the total number of publications of researcher \( j \) which contains the affiliation \( u_i \) as collaborated institution. \( U_j \) means the publication number of research \( j \). Analogously, each researcher might have several subject categories, the local institutional connectivity is given by

\[ \text{Local}_\text{InstC}_{j,k} = \max_{u_k \in |u_j|} \left( \text{Ins}_{j,u_i} \right) \] (11)

where \( u_k \) denotes the institutions of researcher \( k \).

### 3.4. Recommend research collaborators based on SVM-rank fusion strategy

Once individual similarity measures are determined it is necessary to integrate them in order to generate the lists of recommended experts. Thus we utilize a well-known learning to rank technique, SVM-Rank method, to obtain the optimize weight of each feature and aggregate the similarity measures [28, 29]. The SVM-Rank method is used in the proposed approach to learn the weights of the similarity scores obtained from different network layers and to calculate the final similarity score for collaborator recommendation application.

As an initial step, in order to guarantee fair comparison among recommended results it is necessary to normalize all the matching scores, here we use min–max normalization strategy [30], which is given by,

\[ \text{score}_{\text{norm}} = \frac{\text{score}_{\text{original}} - \text{score}_{\text{min}}}{\text{score}_{\text{max}} - \text{score}_{\text{min}}} \] (12)

A list of normalized similarity values ranging from 0 to 1 can be generated at the end of the normalization process. SVM-Rank is a kind of Support Vector Machine (SVM) classification method [28, 31]. The learner of SVM-Rank algorithm will select a class of
linear ranking functions from a family of ranking functions that maximizes the specific empirical variable [28]. As described in [31], it solves the optimization problem through learning a hyper-plane to separate the positive and negative results in the classification process.

In this paper, the positive label denotes the researcher pair are collaborators and the negative label indicates two researchers are not collaborators in the training set. Five lists of ranks according to three kinds of similarity measures are constructed. Let $r_1, r_2, r_3, r_4$ and $r_5$ denote the score of the five lists, what respectively express relevance, global individual connectivity, local individual connectivity, global institutional connectivity and local institutional connectivity, with normalized similarity score. Thus the input to learn SVM-Rank weight is $I = < r_1, r_2, r_3, r_4, r_5, \text{label}>$, label is 0 or 1 based on whether the row data is positive. After training, we can establish the linear weight of the five lists, as $W = <w_1, w_2, w_3, w_4, w_5>$. This method can automatically learn the parameters and is more convenient than other surprised fusion strategy.

4. System implementation & evaluation

4.1. Collaborator recommendation system

The proposed approach is implemented as one of the application services in ScholarMate, which is a well-known scientific community platform in China [3]. This service mainly focuses on recommending collaborators who can be served as research partners for academic writing. The researchers can expediently generate the research CV in ScholarMate platform. The generated CV is showed in the figure 2, the publications are displayed normatively. The screenshot in figure 3 represents collaborator recommendation interface. It reports the suggested collaborators based on the extracted information from the researcher’s generated CV.

4.2. Experimental evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the proposed approach which utilizes heterogeneous network features in a real dataset. As there are no available dataset contains with the multiple dimensional information demanded by our approach, we crawled the data from ISI database and built a new dataset to validate the effectiveness of the proposed approach by comparing it with several benchmarks.

4.2.1. Data collection. The cataloging information of 36,424 research papers for was crawled in the dataset, which covered 5 ISI subject categories from 2008 to 2013 (which included information systems, artificial intelligence, software engineering and library science related works). We extracted 72,515 distinct authors and 9,731 distinct institutions as well as 314,166 co-author relationships from the corpus. For each of the papers we obtained and correlated its title, keywords, abstracts, authors, their affiliated institutions and publish year. The data from time period 2008-2011 was served as the source of training set and data from 2012-2013 was used as initial test set.

---

1 The implementation of SVM-Rank can be found at http://www.cs.cornell.edu/people/tj/svm_light/svm_rank.html.
During the data cleaning phase, we discarded authors who do not have co-authored with others both in the training set and initial test set as it will disturb the recommendation mechanism and make noise as described in [9]. We further select only researchers who have co-authored with a researcher more than 2 times to refine the test set. After data cleansing, we got 563 test authors together with 964 links as the gold standard in the test set. For each of the test authors, we randomly selected 50 times researchers from training set as negative pairs. There are 17,453 related researchers with 72,549 co-author links remained in the training set. The data statistics are presented in the following table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Statistics of the experimental dataset</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No. of Researchers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of Publications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affiliations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Training Set</th>
<th>Related Researchers</th>
<th>17453</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Links in the Network</td>
<td>72549</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test Set</th>
<th>Target Researchers</th>
<th>563</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Positive Links</td>
<td>964</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Negative Links</td>
<td>48200</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2.2. Experimental design and evaluation matrices.
In this stage, we conducted experiments to validate the effectiveness of the proposed methods by comparing with different types of methods in the individual layers. To demonstrate the advantages of the proposed heterogeneous network features enhanced approach versus methods using homogeneous network features, we chose and implemented six benchmark methods. Respectively, we implemented the language model based relevance method, Adamic-Adar method (local proximity method), revised shortest path measure (global proximity method), local institutional connectivity and global institutional connectivity, a hybrid approach combine local and global institutional connectivity and a hybrid combining the five individual methods from three layers as whole. All the test methods (5 individuals and 2 hybrids) were compared in the evaluation. In order to facilitate the reading, the related methods and their corresponding abbreviations are listed as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2. The abbreviations of the testing methods</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Abbreviation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| AA | Adamic-Adar method (local proximity method) |
| RS | Revised shortest path measure (global proximity method) |
| LI | Local institutional connectivity |
| GI | Global institutional connectivity |
| HT | A hybrid combining local and global institutional connectivity |
| HF | A hybrid combining the five individual methods (the proposed method) |

In this paper, SVM-Rank method serves as the fusion method as described in Section 3.4, thus a fraction of (one-third) data is randomly selected from training set and is used to tune the weight of the hybrid algorithms.

We employed two commonly used information retrieval metrics: F-measure and mean reciprocal rank (MRR) to evaluate our experimental results. F-measure, which is the harmonic average value of precision and recall, is adapted to measure the accuracy of the recommend approach. MRR is used to measure the rank of the first correct collaborator in the result list. The formulas of these metrics are listed as follows:

\[
\text{Precision@N} = \frac{\text{No}_{\text{correct}}}{N} 
\]

\[
\text{Recall@N} = \frac{\text{No}_{\text{correct}}}{\text{Length}_{\text{gold_standard}}} 
\]

\[
\text{F-measure} = 2 \times \frac{\text{precision} \times \text{recall}}{\text{precision} + \text{recall}} 
\]

\[
\text{MRR} = \frac{1}{|U|} \sum_{i=1}^{U} \frac{1}{\text{rank}_i} 
\]

where, N denotes the length of recommendation result list, in this study we set N= 5, 10, 15, 20 and 25. \( \text{No}_{\text{correct}} \) denotes the number of hit researchers in the recommendation result which is verified through the gold standard. \( \text{Length}_{\text{gold_standard}} \) represents the number of researchers in the gold standard (i.e. true positive and false negatives). \( |U| \) is the count of test users and \( \text{rank}_i \) is the position of the first hit result in user \( i \)'s recommendation list.

4.2.3. Results & analysis. The following figure shows the comparison of F-measure of the testing methods at N = 5, 10, 15, 20 and 25. It is clear from the picture that the proposed method significantly outperformed
The five individual methods and one hybrid method in terms of F-measure metrics. It suggests that leveraging the heterogeneous network features could improve the performance of collaborator recommendation.

Figure 4. Comparison of F-measures of the proposed method (HF) and 6 baselines

We further consider the rank of the recommended researchers in the final recommendation list to measure the relative importance of them via MRR. As Figure 5 shows, our proposed HF method gets the best performance and the MRR value is 0.9680. It reveals that the first hit collaborators at the top positions in the recommendation list and the user will be satisfied with the efficiency of the proposed approach.

Figure 5. Comparison of MRR of benchmark methods and the proposed method

From this picture, we can also find that although the LI method archives higher score than network proximity measures (AA and RS) in the F-measure, neither the MRR scores of LI, GI, nor HT is higher than AA and RS. It reflects that the network proximity measure works well in the very front of the list.

5. Conclusions and future work

In this research work, a heterogeneous network features based hybrid approach is proposed for the research collaborator recommendation. The virtual scientific platforms have enabled the researchers (especially for those come from developing countries) to efficiently connect with peers and seek for collaboration opportunities. Our proposed solution for scientific collaborator suggestion consists of three main contributions. First we provide a new network proximity measure which incorporates the collaboration frequency and collaboration exclusivity factors into shortest path measure, and it is a complementary feature to the traditional neighborhood based methods. Second we proposed a local institutional connectivity measure, which derives from the collaborative filtering strategy, and it shows a surprising good performance than global institutional connectivity. Thirdly, we model all the five heterogeneous network features into a unified framework with a surprised SVM-Rank based method, and the experimental results demonstrate its robust performance.
There are also some research limitations in this study. For instance, to better demonstrate the performance of the proposed approach, we should test the experimental results on more data sets to obtain more convincing evidences in the next stage.

We have implemented the proposed approach into a scientific social network platform in China and it will help people to find collaborators and share knowledge with others. It is obviously that the proposed collaborator recommender system will help researchers to communicate with domain fellows and achieve information technology enhanced collaboration. From the experiment results we can find the combination of local and global institutional connectivity can achieve a good cross effect. In the future, we will further investigate how to balance the local and global institutional connectivity based on the researcher’s previous publication and collaborators counts. Additionally the graph based algorithm such as random walk with restart and spreading activation algorithms can be leveraged to enhance the fusion process in the heterogeneous networks.
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